Welcome Year 5 parents
Please sign in next to your child’s name on the rolls
provided, write your name and your child’s name on a label.
Parent Teacher Evening 2019

Year 5 Team
• Miss Hannah Mackay (Class Teacher)
• Mr Julian Ko (Class Teacher)
• Miss Jessica King (Teaching Learning Assistant)
• Mrs Nicola Breakspear (Learning Support Teacher)
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Other Key People
•

Larissa Cameron (Deputy Principal - Pastoral Care and Daily Operations)

•

Janelle Ford (Deputy Principal - Academic Growth and Development)

•

Brenda Dalheim (Head of Learning Support)

•

Catherine McKersie (School Counsellor)

•

Jill Shoebridge (Indonesian Teacher)

•

Stephanie Affleck (Library Teacher)

•

John Sheldon (Music Teacher)

•

Joel Geering (P.E Teacher)
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Learning in Year 5
•

Start of a new stage - new challenges

•

Learning is student centered - differentiation means that support and enrichment
happens in any group the student is in

•

Students must be able to articulate where they are in the learning journey, where
they are going, and the steps to get there

•

We will help students to understand that learning is often challenging and ‘The
Learning Pit’ can be an uncomfortable place to be, but is where learning occurs
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START OF A NEW STAGE = NEW
CHALLENGES
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A little more on Feedback
James Nottingham: “Challenging Learning Through Feedback”, 2017.

•

Feedback: focused on the WALT and Success Criteria. Combination of written and
verbal feedback.

•

Feedback generated through dialogue with each other, not monologue.

•

Improved performance comes from a LEARNING focus, not a performance focus. We want
our students to improve their competence, not prove their competence (whatever stage
they are at in their learning journey).

•

Feedback is information to learn FROM - the giving and receiving of feedback becomes less
threatening (designing for ‘Eureka’ moments: The Learning Pit).

•

We identify challenge as more “interesting”, not more “difficult” (Our mantra: Easy is boring,
Challenge is interesting).
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A little more on Feedback
James Nottingham: “Challenging Learning Through Feedback”, 2017.

We embrace a culture of ‘mistakes’:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We often make mistakes
Mistakes are expected, respected and investigated
We don’t have all the answers
We believe mistakes are a NORMAL part of learning
We look to others for support and guidance
We welcome feedback as part of our learning journey
We aren’t learning unless we are making mistakes
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Organisation
•

Monday: Homework is given out
• PE (sport uniform)
• Indonesian

•

Tuesday: Music
Library lesson

•

Wednesday: Sport (sport uniform)

•

Thursday: Library Borrowing lesson (bring
library bags)

•

NOTE: Diaries to be handed in everyday.

Friday: Homework due and Chapel (all
parents welcome to attend Chapel each
week)
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Communication
➔

Term 1, Week 4.
◆ An informal meeting or phone call for us to get to know what your goals are for your
child this year.
◆ Please fill in the parent questionnaire - there is a link in last week’s newsletter.
Please fill this out prior to the meeting.

➔

End of Term 2, formal parent/teacher interviews to discuss school report.

➔

For any other meetings, or to discuss issues as they arise, please email the school office
to arrange a time to meet/discuss over the phone.
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Communication
•

Absent notes: Skoolbag or Parent Portal

•

Written note in diary if you can’t access, please sign diaries every
week

•

Email and enquiries to: office@claremont.nsw.edu.au or a note in
your child’s diary

•

Whole School events: Weekly newsletter/Claremont College App
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Responsibility
•

Team approach to help your child develop independence and initiative in Year 5

•

Increased responsibility for Year 5 students

•

Starting the transition process early for Year 6 and High School

•

Looking for students who are already showing leadership skills.
– Leadership Week, Term 1, Week 6
– Leadership Opportunities for 2020 in Term 4

•

Opportunities for leadership: Eco Warriors, Grade Captain, class jobs, assisting
in Chapel
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Homework
•

Handed out on Monday and due each Friday

•

Diaries brought to school everyday, homework marked on a Friday.

•

Elements that are compulsory:
– Mathletics
– Reading (at least 20 mins)
– Maths worksheets (correlate with weekly topic)
– Literacy task (related to work completed that week)
– Preview homework
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Learning Dispositions
•
•
•
•

Integrated across all subject areas
Language used as part of Success Criteria
Students will reflect on these once a week on SeeSaw post
Discussed in reports

Term 1 Dispositions:
•
•
•
•

Collaboration
Initiative
Resilience
Ambition
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Year 5 Classroom
Our learning space
•
•
•

Co-teaching
How we group students
How we use our learning space in Year 5

Individual and class rewards
•
•
•
•

Wild cards
Marble System
House Points
Merit certificates
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Co-Teaching Models
Co-teaching is where two or more teachers work together to present the same lesson. However, variations to this
model will occur throughout every day and within lessons, in the following ways:
ONE LEAD – OTHERS SUPPORT/ASSIST/PROMPT
One teacher is the lead presenter in the lesson while the other staff comment, encourage students, ask questions, model, demonstrate
and prompt both the lead teacher and the students, and support student engagement and the flow of the lesson.

DIFFERENTIATED TEACHING
Teachers present the same lesson (with the same theme) to different groups of students within the same grade, however, the learning
intention and the material is presented in different ways based on the needs of the students.

PARALLEL TEACHING
The grade is divided into two classes , with all teachers planning the instruction together and teaching the same lesson with the same
learning intention, at the same time to heterogeneous groups.

STATION TEACHING
Teachers divide instructional content into several segments and present the content in separate stations around the learning space. Each
staff member may be assigned to a group or might move between groups, and some groups may work independently.
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Bookwork Expectations
•

A longstanding excellence of Claremont College

•

The specifics:
– All books must be covered with the Claremont College cover
– All bookwork (except Mathematics) is to be done in blue pen (no
fine felt-tip pens or ink that bleeds through pages)
– Margins - If book is not already printed with them
– Neat presentation
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Technology - 1:1 Apple Ipad
•

We have brand new iPads

•

Great tool to maximise learning

•

Cybersafety is our priority - 2019
Internet workshop run by Mrs
Cameron.

•

Opportunities throughout the year to
learn programs (i.e. Google Drive,
iMovie, etc…)
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Technology - Seesaw
•

•

What we use Seesaw for
– Academic collection of
work
– Student learning reflections
– Assessment tasks
Note: In 2019 Seesaw will not be used
for parent announcements or
information. It will have an academic
focus. All information or announcements
will be in the Newsletter under the ‘Year
5’ tab.
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NAPLAN
•

Our main focus is for students to try their best and to remember that it only reflects
how they have performed on 3 days of the entire year.

•

14 - 16 May 2019 - Term 2 Week 3

•

Four areas of testing:
Tuesday: Language Conventions (spelling, grammar and punctuation) and Writing
(Persuasive or Narrative)
Wednesday: Reading
Thursday: Mathematics
Friday: Catch up day for any child who has been absent

•

Preparation has already begun
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Excursions and Camp
•

Excursions are planned throughout the year depending on topics taught

•

They always link to Curriculum and have a purpose

•

Excursions: Geography and History- End of Term 2, First week of Term 3

•

CRU CAMP: Stanwell Tops: Term 4

•

Dorothy Boyt House, Anglicare nursing home Term 4
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Pastoral Care
•

First point of call for pastoral/academic issues are classroom teachers

•

Catherine McKersie - New school counsellor

•

Social Skills Lessons with Larissa Cameron and Catherine McKersie
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A message from Miss McKersie
Every staff member has a duty of care to your child and contributes to his or her pastoral care. If you have
any concerns please approach your class teachers, or if you would like to further discuss your child’s
social and emotional wellbeing, you are also most welcome to chat to our school counsellor Miss
McKersie.
Miss McKersie is committed to working collaboratively with children and their families to develop their own
strengths, skills and strategies to minimise the impact of challenges on their well-being so the child can
focus on participating in the things in life that are most meaningful to them. Miss McKersie’s approach is
often informed by Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT), a Strengths-Based perspective and an
understanding of Attachment, however, she is committed to tailoring her approaches to meet the needs of
the children and their families. She is here everyday and can be contacted through the office. No issue
too big or too small!
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4 R’s in the class (Judith Locke)
RESPECT
RESILIENCE
SELF REGULATION
RESOURCEFULNESS
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Sport and PE (Mr Geering)
SPORT
•

Term 1- Soccer/European Handball
Term 2- Water polo at UNSW
Term 3- Gymnastics, dance and cross country
Term 4- Tennis and various team sports

PE @ Claremont
*Soccer, Netball, Athletics, Oztag, Dance, AFL, Fitness, Hockey, Tennis, ‘Capture the Flag’
(strategic games)
*Aerobics and Dance
*Gymnastics
Personal Development and Health lessons, including “Healthy Harold”, social skills cyber-safety
and Peer Support training.
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Year 3 - 6 Sport
•

Weekly sport at local sporting facilities such as UNSW, Eastern Suburbs Tennis, Allsorts and
Grant Reserve

•

Morning skills throughout the year: AFL, cricket, netball, basketball, rugby, tennis, Jogging
Club and Crossfit

•

Year 3-6 Gala Days: Netball, AFL, Futsal, Basketball (Year 5-6)

•

Representative sport pathways: IPSHA, CIS and NSWPSSA

•

Personal Development and Health lessons, including cyber-safety and social skills

•

Incursions and excursions e.g. Dr Rip beach safety, Life Education, Amazing Me, ‘sporting
greats’ and special guest speakers
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Music with Mr Sheldon
•

Nursing Home-song singing, instrument performances-individual and
group

•

Wordly music in-depth studies (Indonesian, Irish, Aboriginal music).

•

Compose a theme and variation based on Mozarts ‘Ah vous dirai-je
meman’

•

Collaborative Songwriting Project

•

Opera comes to Claremont
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Library with Mrs Affleck & Mrs Kesur
Year 5 will have 2 Library sessions per week
●

A literature lesson with Mrs Affleck

●

A borrowing lesson with Mrs Kesur

The borrowing lesson will focus on;
●

Choosing appropriate reading material for age and reading ability

●

Extending the interest and reading repertoire of each child
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Indonesian with Bu Jill
•

New students will be provided with a workbook which should be covered using red and white
(Indonesian flag colours) Terima kasih!

•

Students will continue to learn vocabulary and have the opportunity to practise their skills through
listening, speaking, writing and and using their iPads (Languages Online App)

•

They will get to know more about Indonesia and its diverse culture.

•

Emphasis on how empowering and fun learning a language can be!

•

Conversations@Claremont - a program where background speaker parents volunteer to assist with
conversation skills in classrooms. If you are interested in assisting, please contact Bu Jill.
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Other Details
•

Please check in with your child about school requirements e.g.
stationery

•

Birthdays. Claremont has introduced a ‘no treat’ policy (so no
need to send anything in). Instead, we will celebrate birthdays in
the following ways:
– Birthday crown (Birthday King/Queen for the day)
– Choose a prize from the ‘Birthday Box’

•

Punctuality: 8:30am start
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Parent Information Seminars
–
–

–
–

Parent Seminar #1: Challenging Learning Through Feedback. 26 February,
2pm -3pm.
Parent Seminar #2: Dr Judith Locke - ‘The Bonsai Child’ - Helping your child
become confident and capable, The Bonsai Child: Tuesday, 5th March time:
7.00pm to 9.30pm
• Drop in ‘morning after’ session with Dr Locke for those who attend the
evening session. An opportunity to ask more questions in a small group
environment.
Parent Seminar #3: Co-teaching at Claremont. 12 March, 2pm-3pm.
See the school website under the ‘news’ section for previous seminars on:
‘Spelling Mastery’ and ‘Fountas & Pinnell’, Reading with your child at home,
Helping your child with Maths.
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30 Coogee Bay Road, Randwick NSW 2031
T (02) 9399 3217
E office@claremont.nsw.edu.au
www.claremont.nsw.edu.au
A member of the Anglican Schools Corporation
www.sasc.nsw.edu.au

